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Abstract
In this article, we analyse agricultural data (ag-data) codes of practice. After the introduction, we examine the emergence of ag-data codes of practice and provides two case studies: the American Farm Bureau’s Privacy and Security Principles for Farm Data and New Zealand’s Farm Data Code of Practice. The case studies illustrate that the aims of ag-data codes of practice are inextricably linked to consent, disclosure, transparency and, ultimately, the building of trust. We go on to highlight the commonalities and challenges of ag-data codes of practice. In terms of commonalities, we consider that they are self-regulatory and voluntary; are principle-based; have a communicative function; and have attitude and behaviour change as key objectives. In terms of the challenges of ag-data codes, we argue that the key challenges are the need for an appropriate and agile ag-data normative framework; implementation and evaluation of ag-data codes; issues around trade mark-based logos; and evaluation of ag-data codes of practice. We conclude that while ag-data codes of practice may help change practices and convert complex details about ag-data contracts into something tangible, understandable and useable, it is important for agricultural industries to not hastily or uncritically accept or adopt ag-data codes of practice. There needs to be clear objectives and a clear direction in which stakeholders want to take ag-data practices. Ag-data codes of practice need credible administration, accreditation and monitoring. There also needs to be a way of reviewing and evaluating the codes in a more meaningful way than simple metrics such as the number of members.
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Introduction

Voluntary agricultural data (‘ag-data’) codes of practice have emerged since 2014. In part, their emergence is because of the increasing realisation of the potential benefit and value of ag-data, with many decisions and processes along the whole agri-food supply chain - from paddock to plate - being data enabled and data driven.1 Ag-data is collected and used for many purposes, including improving productivity and profitability. There is a myriad of different data collected from farms: machinery data that improves safety and efficiency of farm machinery; personal data of purchasing and finance history; and agronomic and agricultural data. In this article, our focus is on agricultural data.

Ag-data is collected by sensors on tractors and drones and used for many purposes, including providing multi-spectral imagery, and showing crop health and moisture content. Software can aggregate and deploy ag-data to increase yields, improve farm profitability and sustainability, and ensure regulatory compliance and consumer satisfaction. Further uses of ag-data are found in supply chain logistics and in the ability to better respond to and manage issues such as crop or animal stress. Ag-data can also be linked from farm and packaging to transport and sales; assisting with food safety, healthy and ethical choices and differentiating markets and allocating resources.

While the potential benefit and value of ag-data is immense, a major hurdle to realising the benefits is the tension between those who provide the data (ie, farmers and producers) and those who collect the data (ie, agribusiness and third parties). This tension limits the potential benefits of ag-data because, in large part, it results in problems of access and use of ag-data;2 fundamentally, farmers and producers do not trust agribusinesses with their data.3 A study identified that this lack of trust in the way agribusinesses deals with ag-data was identified as a major concern of Australian producers,4 with 56 per cent of respondents having no or little trust in agribusiness maintaining the privacy of their data.5 Further evidence of a lack of trust between producers and agribusiness was found by the American Farm Bureau Federation, who, in 2016, conducted a survey of over 400 farmers and found, for example, that 77 per cent of those polled were concerned about which entities can access their ag-data.6

If digital agriculture and data are to transform agri-food networks, then trust around ag-data access and use needs to be fostered.7 To this end, a range of initiatives are currently being investigated and implemented, including education and awareness programs, data co-operatives and other collaborative models.8 Most notably, since 2014, voluntary ag-data codes of practice have emerged to not only help develop ‘good’ ag-data practices but also to build trust in the way ag-data is managed.9 Broadly stated, ag-data codes of practice act beyond legal mandates (ie, government legislation) and attempt to both harness the benefits of ag-data and protect producers’ privacy and security. More specifically, data codes tend to focus on the

3 As the 2018 Facebook and Cambridge Analytica controversy illustrates, trust in the way data is managed is more pronounced in other industries and businesses. See, eg, Owen Bowcott and Alex Hern, ‘Facebook and Cambridge Analytica Face Class Action Lawsuit, The Guardian’ (10 April 2018), <http://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/apr/10/cambridge-analytica-and-facebook-face-class-action-lawsuit>.
8 Wiseman and Sanderson, above n 2, 49-54.
9 In relation to big data and agriculture, the term, standards, tends to be used in a technical sense and related more to interoperability and a ‘common data vocabulary’ than principles; See, eg, NZ Farm Data Standards, <http://www.farmdatastandards.org.nz/>.
key areas that give rise to mistrust: consent, disclosure and transparency around ag-data practices. For example, under the New Zealand Farm Data Code of Practice (‘NZ Farm Data Code’), organisations agree to disclose their practices and policies around data rights, data processing and sharing, and data storage and security. In the US, the American Farm Bureau Federation’s Privacy and Security Principles for Farm Data (‘Principles for Farm Data’) sets out data principles for agricultural technology providers including that ‘access and use of farm data should be granted only with the affirmative and explicit consent of the farmer’. And the EU Code on Agricultural Data Sharing by Contractual Agreement (‘EU Code’) attempts to define key concepts and sets out general principles for sharing agricultural data including that ‘[t]he collection, storage and usage of the collected agricultural data can only occur once the data originator has granted their explicit, express and informed permission via contractual arrangement’. Other countries (eg, Australia) are also contemplating the introduction of an ag-data code of practice.

But are ag-data codes of practice a good idea?

The aim of this article is to analyse the effect and usefulness of ag-data codes of practice. The next section examines the emergence of ag-data codes of practice and then discusses two case studies: the American Farm Bureau’s Principles for Farm Data and New Zealand’s NZ Farm Data Code. The case studies illustrate that ag-data codes of practice are inextricably linked to consent, disclosure, transparency and, ultimately, the building of trust. The section that follows highlights the commonalities and challenges of ag-data codes of practice. The article concludes with several observations, most notably that while ag-data codes of practice may help change practices and convert complex details about ag-data contracts into something tangible, understandable and useable, it is important not to uncritically accept or hastily adopt ag-data codes of practice. There needs to be clear objectives and a clear direction in which stakeholders want to take ag-data practices. In other words, stakeholders need to be sure about what they are trying - and able - to achieve with their ag-data codes of practice. There also needs to be a way of reviewing and evaluating the codes in a more meaningful way than simple metrics such as the number of members: for example, it is necessary to know something about whether the codes raise awareness and education around data practices, and whether they have encouraged changes in attitudes and behaviour. Ag-data codes need credible administration, accreditation and monitoring. Only with such added safeguards, will ag-data codes of practice have a chance of success.

The emergence of voluntary ag-data codes of practice

One of the key reasons for the emergence of ag-data codes of practice is an increasing recognition of the potential benefit and value of data to agriculture and food production. The potential value of ag-data (and digital technologies more broadly) was uncovered by the Australian Farm Institute in the Accelerating Precision Agriculture to Decision Agriculture P2D research project (‘P2D’), with economic modelling indicating that digital agriculture, defined as ‘both the collection and analysis of data to improve both on-farm and off-farm decision making leading to better business outcomes’, could increase the gross value of Australian agricultural production by ‘$20.3 billion (a 25% increase on 2014-15 levels)’. And, at a November 2017 US Senate Hearing into Data-Driven Farming, held in preparation for the next Farm Bill being drafted in which several congressmen suggested that legislation regulating ag-data may be necessary, some of the benefits of ag-data were noted:

The collection and analysis of data has enabled farmers to reduce costs through more efficient applications of inputs like fertilizers and pesticides; improve production decisions through enhanced recordkeeping and more accurate yield predictions; and enhance land stewardship and sustainable

---

13 Wiseman and Sanderson, above n 2. In January 2018, the National Farmers’ Federation (NFF) supported and endorsed the recommendation for an ag-data code and sought at least A$250 000 of seed funding from the Australian Government to establish a voluntary Agricultural Data Code of Practice: See National Farmers’ Federation (NFF), National Farmers’ Federation Pre-Budget Submission 2018-19, 22 December 2017, 4-5. In March 2018, the NFF established a working group to progress a draft ag-data code.
The potential value of ag-data is not lost on agribusiness. There has been a proliferation of farm data collection and sharing platforms, such as Farm Mobile, Fieldscripts and AgriPlaces. Such platforms aim to increase the impact of digital agricultural technologies on-farm by enabling better decision making to solve problems faster, better and at greater scale. They also aim to decrease the time and cost associated with data management and enable paperless, safe and secure transactions. Often, this is achieved by automatically collecting, storing and sharing agricultural data (from fields, weather, treatments and so on). The increasing importance and value of ag-data to agri-food networks can be further illustrated by various acquisitions and mergers of agribusinesses. In 2013, for example, Monsanto acquired Climate Corp, a digital agriculture company that aims to ‘create technologies that transform field data into meaningful insights that help farmers sustainably enhance yield potential, improve efficiency, and manage their risk’ for $930 m.\textsuperscript{17}

While the increasing potential value of ag-data explains some of the scepticism and mistrust between those who provide the data (ie, farmers and producers) and those that collect the data (ie, agribusiness and third parties) there are other contributing factors to the emergence of ag-data codes. The current legal landscape exacerbates the scepticism and mistrust around ag-data; with little or no legislation on the topic.\textsuperscript{18} In investigating the benefits and costs of making public and private data more available, Australia’s Productivity Commission commented on the complexities of - and gaps in - the legal and regulatory frameworks around data access and use, noting that, in Australia:

\begin{quote}
Legislation restricting access to data was formulated up to a century ago, and much is no longer fit for purpose. The primary legal impediment to more effective use of data is typically not the Privacy Act, but regulations and guidelines specific to the field in which the data is collected.\textsuperscript{19}
\end{quote}

and:

\begin{quote}
A wide range of more than 500 secrecy provisions in Commonwealth legislation plus other policies and guidelines impose considerable limitations on the availability and use of identifiable data. While some may remain valid, they are rarely reviewed or modified. Many would no longer be fit for purpose.\textsuperscript{20}
\end{quote}

A key consequence of this legislative patchiness and complexity is that the main way in which ag-data is currently governed is through private data contracts or licensing agreements.\textsuperscript{21} Private contracts are complicated for numerous reasons. First, producers often enter many contracts as part of their agricultural businesses; such as with chemical/fertiliser suppliers; broader service providers (eg, telecommunications, sensors, soil testing, drones); agri-technology/agribusiness providers; and third parties and professional advisers (eg, agronomists, advisers). Each of these contracts are likely to have different terms that govern ag-data access and use. The complexity of ag-data contracts is further complicated by the fact that ag-data contracts often link to numerous other contracts and policies, some of which are buried deep on agribusiness’ websites. In addition, agribusiness contracts tend to be standard-form contracts that are non-negotiable and presented on a ‘take it or leave it’ basis. Consequently, there is little consistency and too much complexity with ag-data contracts, with producers often unaware of what can be done with their data. Indeed, a recent survey of producers found that:

- Producers are unaware of the terms of data licences that they are entering. The general lack of discussion of the terms of the data licences at both a broad industry level and at individual points of sale of agricultural technologies contribute to the lack of trust about the management of agricultural data; and

\textsuperscript{15} Jerry Moran (Chairman), Technology in Agriculture: Data-Driven Farming, United States Senate (14 November 2017), <https://www.commerce.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/hearings?id=28E4FB56-2F01-4E20-B5A9-47C9A78BDE0D>.


\textsuperscript{17} Climate Fieldview, Innovating at the Intersection of Agriculture and Technology, <https://www.climate.com/about>.

\textsuperscript{18} A notable exception is the Europe Database Directive, Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the Legal Protection of Databases, which harmonised the treatment of databases under copyright law and the separate right for the creators of databases which do not qualify for copyright. Further, the European Union introduced the General Data Protection Regulation (‘GDPR’) in May 2016, which, when it came into effect on 25 May 2018, drastically changed data privacy in the EU, including broadening the definition of personal data and the notion of consent, and empowering data contributors of a right to access data held about them.

\textsuperscript{19} Australian Productivity Commission, ‘Data Availability and Use’ (Inquiry Report No 82, 31 March 2017) 121.

\textsuperscript{20} Ibid 133.

\textsuperscript{21} Wiseman and Sanderson, above n 2.
Agribusinesses that rely upon standard-form data licences should recognise that they have a responsibility to ensure that their contractual terms are legible, transparent and fair, and they are readily available to contracting parties.  

More specifically, primary producers are concerned about the lack of clarity and transparency over the terms of the data contracts that govern the access and use of their data. Producers expressed concern about the lack of information they were given about ag-data ownership, control and sharing prior to entering contracts with agribusinesses. The producer survey revealed that 47 per cent of primary producers surveyed say they have no understanding and an additional 27 per cent said they have little understanding of the terms and conditions of data contracts before signing up to a new software or service, particularly where the service is provided online. 

Taken together, the increased value of ag-data, absence of government legislation, and too much complexity and too little consistency in ag-data contracts has meant that key stakeholders are uncertain and wary about the ways in which ag-data is accessed and used. As already noted in the introduction, a large part of the problem is that producers and farmers do not trust agribusiness with their data, and this, in turn, limits the potential benefits of ag-data by creating bottlenecks and blockages in data flows. To allay some of the scepticism and mistrust between producers and agribusiness ag-data codes of practice have emerged.

Effective voluntary ag-data codes of practice can support government regulation and help fill regulatory gaps. By filling in regulatory gaps, voluntary ag-data codes can help improve ag-data governance and practices and, in turn, facilitate the use of ag-data and protect farmers’ and producers’ security and privacy. Broadly stated, these ag-data codes are aimed at encouraging consistent, consensual and transparent data practices as well as raising awareness around data access and use. Further, ag-data codes of practice may encourage agribusiness to change their data contracts in ways that are fairer to producers, agricultural industries and, ultimately, consumers. Two case studies: the American Farm Bureau Federation’s Privacy and Security Principles for Farm Data and New Zealand’s Farm Data Code of Practice, highlight key features of ag-data codes of practice.

Case study 1: Privacy and security principles for farm data (US)

Established in 2014, the American Farm Bureau Federation’s Privacy and Security Principles for Farm Data (‘Principles for Farm Data’) sets out core principles around consent and disclosure, and aims to ensure that the ag-data is not misused. The voluntary Principles for Farm Data also provide companies (referred to as an Ag Tech Provider (ATP)), which collect and analyse farm data, with guidelines when constructing their contracts and technologies. The Principles for Farm Data focus on 13 key areas: (i) education; (ii) ownership; (iii) collection, access and control; (iv) notice; (v) transparency and consistency; (vi) choice; (vii) portability; (viii) terms and definitions; (ix) disclosure, use and sale limitation; (x) data retention and availability; (xi) contract termination; (xii) unlawful or anti-competitive activities; and (xiii) liability and security safeguards.

The Ag-Data Transparency Evaluator was launched in 2016 and was based on the Principles for Farm Data. The Ag-Data Transparency Evaluator is a tool designed to help US farmers understand how their data will be used when they adopt precision agriculture technologies. The tool, in which ag technology providers

---

22 Wiseman and Sanderson, above n 2, 25.
23 Zhang et al, above n 5. Similar findings by the American Farm Bureau in 2016, with 59% of participants confused about whether their contract allowed agribusiness to use their data to market other services, equipment or inputs back to them, and 54% unsure about whether their contracts allowed data sharing with third parties: American Farm Bureau, above n 6.
27 See Janzen AgLaw, Ag Data Transparent: Information About the Project to Bring Transparency to Ag Data, <http://www.aglaw.us/agdatatransparent/>.
28 The Ag Data Transparency Evaluator is provided free of charge to farmers to view so they can make an informed decision about the approaches taken by businesses to data. The cost of the Ag Data Transparency Evaluator is borne by the technology providers who want to use the Ag Data Transparent Seal and is based on the age of the company and the size and profit that they make; eg, start-up provider (a participant operating for less than four years): US$2 000; regular provider (a participant that is not a start-up provider or large provider): US$4 000; large provider (a participant
voluntarily submit their data contracts to a simple 10-question evaluation, was created by the American Farm Bureau Federation\(^29\) and is backed by a consortium of farm industry groups, commodity organisations and ag technology providers. The Evaluator allows ATPs to assess themselves against the Principles for Farm Data and, in doing so, bring transparency, simplicity and trust into the contracts that govern precision agricultural technologies. The ten questions cover a range of data practices and include what categories of data are collected,\(^30\) whether consent is sought before data is shared with third parties, how long data is retained, and what happens to data if the ATP is sold to another company.\(^31\)

Answers to the ten questions, plus the ATP’s contracts and policies are submitted to and reviewed by an independent third-party administrator: the law firm of Janzen Agricultural Law LLC,\(^32\) with Todd Janzen as the administrator of the project. Once reviewed, the results are posted on a website for farmers and other ag professionals to consult and review. If ATPs receive approval from Janzen Agricultural Law LLC, they can use the ‘Ag-Data Transparent’ seal. The commonalities and challenges of ag-data codes, including logos and seals, is discussed more fully below, but it is worth noting here that the use of the seal purportedly develops trust in ATPs who are approved to use it. Specifically, the seal informs farmers whether the approach taken by the technology provider is in line with the Principles for Farm Data and, perhaps most importantly, it is hoped that the ability to use the seal indicating that the business is Ag-Data Transparent provides an incentive for the agricultural technology providers to review and improve their contractual terms related to ag-data.

Farm Data Code (New Zealand)

**Another example of an ag-data code of practice is the New Zealand Farm Data Code of Practice (‘NZ Farm Data Code’).** The NZ Farm Data Code was established in 2014 as a ‘set of guidelines enabling effective sharing of data within the New Zealand agriculture industry’.\(^33\) Recognising and acknowledging the value of ag-data, as well as the ‘farmers’ perspective’, the introduction to the NZ Farm Data Code states:

> There is an evolving demand for farming to address areas such as environmental compliance, and improvements to system productivity and profitability. Approaches to address these will ultimately draw together disparate data such as location, soils, climate, livestock feeding, animal genetics and fertiliser applications. From the farmer’s perspective any data collected about their land or herd should be kept with due custodianship and should be available for a variety of uses as and when required, all with minimal overhead.\(^34\)

The NZ Farm Data Code targets providers that manage farm data for agribusinesses in New Zealand, and focuses on disclosure of data terms and conditions, with compliant organisations agreeing to:

- Make disclosures to primary producers and other end users about the rights that the parties have in the data, rules and processes for data sharing, about data security and the legal jurisdiction in which data is kept; and
- Implement a set of practices that provide primary producers with confidence that data pertaining to their farming operations is secure, managed according to agreed terms and for agreed purposes, and accessible under appropriate terms and conditions.\(^35\)

Under the NZ Farm Data Code, organisations agree to disclose their practices and policies around data rights, data processing and sharing, and data storage and security. By disclosing this information, it is felt that producers will have more trust and confidence that their farm data is safe and is managed fairly. It is important to note that the scope of the NZ Farm Data Code extends to all farm data, which is recognised under the scheme to include non-personal information and personal information.

**Implementation of the NZ Farm Data Code** involves a three-step process. First, agribusinesses conduct a self-audit in which they determine if they comply with the code. To do this, agribusinesses are provided

---

\(^29\) The American Farm Bureau Federation is backed by a consortium of farm industry groups, commodity organisations and ag-technology providers hoping to bring transparency, simplicity and trust into the contracts that govern precision agricultural technologies.

\(^30\) Currently, ATPs are filtered by the type of data they collect: agronomic, land, farm management, machine and weather data.

\(^31\) The 10-questions can be found at <https://www.agdatatransparent.com/ag-data-10-questions/>.

\(^32\) Janzen AgLaw, Is Your Tech Provider Ag Data Transparent?, <http://www.agdatatransparent.com/>.

\(^33\) Farm Data Accreditation Ltd, above n 10, 4.

\(^34\) Ibid.

\(^35\) Ibid.
with a compliance checklist, and must answer various questions drawn from the key topics of the NZ Farm Data Code, including disclosure of rights to data, security standards and access to data by third parties. Second, agribusiness must provide a statutory declaration to confirm that they are compliant with the NZ Farm Data Code. Finally, a review panel carries out an assessment of the application to ‘assess the compliance checklist and evidence provided and make a recommendation to (Farm Data Accreditation Ltd). Farm Data Accreditation Ltd is an independent company that has been established in order to own and operate the NZ Farm Data Code.

Similar to the Principles for Farm Data, one of the ways in which compliance with the NZ Farm Data Code is communicated to consumers is by displaying the NZ Farm Data trade mark. An ag-provider that complies with the Code’s standards is authorised to display the Code’s mark on its website and documents. While the commonalities and challenges of ag-data codes (including logos and seals) is discussed more fully in the next part of the article, it is worth noting here that the main aim of the NZ Farm Data Code is to help producers to understand who has the rights to data and how it is used and stored. In so doing, Farm Data Accreditation Ltd hopes that producers will come to trust agribusiness and that this will facilitate the sharing of data within New Zealand agriculture.

Commonalities and challenges of ag-data codes of practice

We begin this section by highlighting the commonalities of ag-data codes of practice; that is, they are self-regulatory and voluntary, they are principle-based, they have a communicative function, and they have attitude and behaviour change as key objectives. We then turn our attention to the challenges of ag-data codes of practice, including the need for an appropriate and agile normative framework; the need for proper implementation and enforcement of ag-data codes; issues around trade mark-based ag-data logos; and evaluation of ag-data codes of practice.

Commonalities of ag-data codes of practice

Self-regulatory, voluntary

Government legislation does not mandate the existence of ag-data codes of practice, nor that agribusinesses sign up to them. In the absence of higher government regulation (ie, legislation) mandating ag-data practices, current ag-data schemes are a form of voluntary self-regulation that rely on the goodwill and social responsibility of industry and agribusiness. While self-regulation is not a precise concept and is difficult to define, it is generally seen to sit outside government legislation - also known as ‘command and control’ regulatory measures. For instance, the Australian Government defines self-regulation as ‘[r]ules and codes of conduct set up to regulate the behaviour of business or community organisations that are put in place and enforced by the industry or sector itself’. More completely, Julia Black describes self-regulation as:

[Various soft law, collective arrangements that may be non-legal, and/or entail no government involvement, bilateral arrangements between firms and the government, unilateral adoption of standards, the involvement of industry in rule-formation, neo-corporatist arrangements in which the collective shares in the state’s authority to make decisions about standards of conduct, monitoring, and enforcement, but in which the relationship with government may vary, and/or in which those other than the persons being regulated may play a role (auditors, stakeholders). Self-regulation can additionally or alternatively mean intra-firm regulation; it can mean private contracting.]

37 Farm Data Accreditation Ltd, above n 10, 7. Accreditation is reviewed annually. Organisations complete the self-audit and submit the application for renewal of their licence. The cost of the first application is AS1400 + GST, and then there is an annual Renewal Fee of A$990 + GST; see, <http://www.farmdatacode.org.nz/?page_id=20>.
38 Farm Data Accreditation Ltd, above n 10, p. 5.
39 The NZ Farm Data Code seal is registered with the NZ Intellectual Property Office as a trade mark (IP Number 101886, accepted 21 May 2015).
Ag-data codes of practice are self-regulatory because they are largely designed and implemented by industry-led groups or organisations that are attempting to influence ag-data practices.\textsuperscript{43} For instance, in the US, the \textit{Principles for Farm Data} were introduced by the American Farm Bureau Federation, an independent, non-governmental organisation governed by farmers, to address the concerns of their farmer constituents. An advantage of industry-led self-regulation is that it ensures the involvement of experts and facilitates sustained relationships between producers and agribusiness. This is, however, not to say that ag-data codes of conduct are not without government support. In New Zealand, the original funding for the \textit{Farm Data Code} came from DairyNZ and the Ministry of Primary Industries (MPI).\textsuperscript{44} Both codes of practices continue to be informed by experts, and industry and non-governmental organisations.

It is important to remember that voluntary ag-data codes of practice sit alongside and compliment higher government legislation. Perhaps most notably, privacy laws in many countries apply to some data (often referred to as ‘personal information’) but not others. In Australia, for example, the distinction between personal and non-personal information is an important one to make because under Australia’s \textit{Privacy Act 1988} (Cth), a set of Australian Privacy Principles (APPs) exists that applies only to ‘personal information’.\textsuperscript{45} The effect of this is that all government entities are required to have privacy policies that comply with the APPs. By contrast, ‘non-personal information’ is generally governed by the law of contract. On this point, the Productivity Commission states that:

\textit{[A] common misperception is that privacy laws - or, indeed, the privacy policies of individual organisations - give individuals ownership over data created by or about them. Privacy legislation, the primary generic tool offering individuals some control, regulates how personal information is collected, used and disclosed.}\textsuperscript{46}

In the context of ag-data codes of practice, it is important to point out that data such as agronomic (eg, yield, nutrient, soil) and machine data (ie, fuel consumption, engine performance) is often not ‘personal information’ and is, therefore, not governed by the \textit{Privacy Act 1988} (Cth) and associated privacy policies. It is, instead, governed by the contract that producers enter into with third-party providers and does not have the protections under privacy law. Industry-led self-regulation can be an effective and efficient means of filling the legislative gap around ag-data.

There is a great deal of support for using self-regulation to address governance issues, and codes of practice are used in various areas. For example, codes of conduct are used as tools of governance in a range of areas, including labour rights, sustainability and tourism.\textsuperscript{47} Self-regulatory codes of practice are also consistent with neo-liberalism and the fact that governments are reluctant to legislate; instead seeing many issues as matters for industry or non-governmental organisations.\textsuperscript{48} The \textit{Australian Government Guide to Regulation} suggests that self-regulation is a ‘good option where the consequences of market failure are low and the market is likely to move towards an optimal outcome by itself’.\textsuperscript{49} By contrast, highly prescriptive legislation on ag-data is considered difficult, expensive and not something that governments will be quick to introduce.

In Australia, researchers and industry have recommended the establishment of an ag-data code that clearly sets out the principles by which agribusinesses deal with data; for example, the P2D Project, presented to Government in February 2018, indicated significant support for such from the rural sector.\textsuperscript{50} Subsequently,\textsuperscript{51}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{44} The NZ Farm Data Code was originally funded by NZ dairy farmers through Dairy NZ and the Ministry of Primary Industries, as part of the Transforming the Dairy Value Chain PGP Programme. Additional funding was provided by Farm IQ System and the Red Meat Profit Partnership.
\bibitem{45} \textit{Privacy Act 1988} (Cth) s 6, which defines ‘personal information’ as ‘information or an opinion about an identified individual, or an individual who is reasonably identifiable: (a) whether the information or opinion is true or not; and (b) whether the information or opinion is recorded in a material form or not’.
\bibitem{46} Australian Productivity Commission, above n 19, 53.
\bibitem{48} For example, Colin Scott, ‘Private Regulation of the Public Sector: A Neglected Facet of Contemporary Governance’ (2002) 29(1) \textit{Journal of Law and Society} 56.
\bibitem{49} Commonwealth of Australia, above n 41, 28.
\bibitem{50} See Accelerating Precision Agriculture to Decision Agriculture (P2D project), above n 4.
\end{thebibliography}
the National Farmers Federation (NFF) adopted and endorsed the recommendations of the P2D research project, particularly those in relation to the need for good governance in ag-data.\(^{51}\) Significantly, too, an Australian ag-data code is consistent with the Productivity Commission’s report, which recommended that codes of practice governing the management of data be developed by a broad range of industry sectors.\(^{52}\)

Furthermore, the use of voluntary ag-data codes (as well as certification and logos) sits well with regulatory theory and must be one aspect of a multi-faceted or hybrid approach to encouraging and facilitating good data management practices. Indeed, ag-data management will be more effectively achieved if there is a mixture of both compulsory and voluntary regulation, employed at different levels by interested stakeholders. An umbrella term for this diverse regulation is ‘smart regulation’.\(^{53}\) In the context of ag-data management, smart regulation is likely to require a mix of social, legal and economic influences, actors and institutions: ranging from state-driven regulation to market-driven self-regulation by corporations and professional bodies to regulation via third parties, such as public interest groups and farmer organisations.\(^{54}\) This multi-faceted approach of smart regulation is consistent with the use of decentralised instruments and standards, each driven by a range of interested stakeholders, as seen in the pursuit of the regulation of challenging ag-data management goals.\(^{55}\)

It would be a mistake, however, to conclude that voluntary ag-codes of conduct are not without their challenges. Self-regulation is often derided and criticised for being weak and ineffectual. Indeed, Gunningham and Rees note that ‘[a]ll too often, self-regulation is dismissed as a symbolic sham, or as inherently feeble and ineffective’.\(^{56}\) It has also been observed that ‘[s]elf-regulation is frequently an attempt to deceive the public into believing in the responsibility of the irresponsible industry. Sometimes it is a strategy to give the government an excuse for not doing its job’.\(^{57}\) In terms of ag-data codes of practice, therefore, a big part of the criticisms is that the principles contained in the codes are weak and enforcement is either non-existent or ineffective.\(^{58}\)

**Principle-based**

A second feature of existing ag-data codes of practice is that they tend to be principle-based and provide a benchmark of what industry regard as ‘good’ practice in terms of ag-data management. This means that they focus on the outcome of ag-data practices rather than the exact process or actions by which this is to be achieved. So, rather than dictating exactly how agribusiness should manage ag-data, current codes of practice tend to focus on consent, disclosure and transparency. For instance, the *NZ Farm Data Code* focuses on disclosure around, for example, corporate identity, rights to data and data access. In terms of rights to data, the *NZ Farm Data Code* does not impose particular rights but instead requires disclosure on ‘what rights the organisation asserts in relation to the data’ and ‘what rights the primary producer has in relation to the data’.\(^{59}\) By contrast, the *Principles for Farm Data* attempt to go further; while the focus is still largely principle-based - around, for example, education, consent and notice - there is a specific assertion, though not enforceable or mandated, in relation to ownership of data:

> We believe farmers own information generated on their farming operations. However, it is the responsibility of the farmer to agree upon data use and sharing with the other stakeholders with an economic interest, such as the tenant, landowner, cooperative, owner of the precision agriculture system

---

52. On 26 June 2017, the Government announced that it would legislate a national Consumer Data Right in 2018 to be introduced sector-by-sector starting with banking, energy and telecommunications.
54. See Neil Gunningham et al., *Smart Regulation: Designing Environmental Policy* (Oxford University Press, 1998). Although the State remains central to governance and the legitimacy of non-government regulation is predicated on compliance, or at least consistency, with legislative frameworks: see, eg, Stephen Bell and Andrew Hindmoor, *Rethinking Governance: The Centrality of the State in Modern Society* (Cambridge University Press, 2009).
58. The challenge of implementation and enforcement will be taken up again later in this article. For a general discussion of ‘soft law’ including voluntary codes of conduct, see Christine Chinkin, ‘The Challenge of Soft Law: Development and Change in International Law’ (1980) *International and Comparative Law Quarterly* 850.
59. Farm Data Accreditation Ltd, above n 10, 5-6.
hardware, and/or ATP etc. The farmer contracting with the ATP is responsible for ensuring that only the data they own or have permission to use is included in the account with the ATP. ^60

Because ag-data codes do not prescribe detailed steps that must be complied with but rather set overall objectives that must be achieved, they provide flexibility so that agribusiness can comply with the code in a multitude of ways. According to Black, principle-based governance allows companies to ‘be free to find the most efficient way of achieving the outcome required.’ ^61 Another advantage of principle-based codes is that they can minimise the need for enforcement by making agribusiness aware of the values and objectives behind the codes of practise. Principle-based ag-data codes, therefore, seek to provide an overarching normative framework that develops an awareness of the core goals of the ag-data practices, and in this way guide agribusiness to be more open and forthcoming about their data practices. It is hoped that agribusinesses understand what the code is trying to achieve and what its objectives are, and this understanding encourages agribusiness to change their ag-data practices to comply with the Code. To quote Julia Black again: principles are ‘general rules ... (that) are implicitly higher in the implicit or explicit hierarchy of norms than more detailed rules: they express the fundamental obligations that all should observe’ and avoid ‘reliance on detailed, prescriptive rules and rel[ies] more on high-level, broadly stated rules or principles’. ^62

In addition to raising awareness of agribusiness, ag-data codes of practice also help raise the awareness of farmers about the importance and potential value of their ag-data and the need to pay attention to terms and conditions related to the management of their data. For example, embodied in the Principles for Farm Data is the principle of education, stating that ‘[g]rower education is valuable to ensure clarity between all parties and stakeholders. Grower organisations and industry should work to develop programs, which help to create educated customers who understand their rights and responsibilities’. ^63 This brings us to another feature of ag-data codes: they have an important communicative function.

**Communicative function**

Ag-data codes are used to communicate that a provider’s data practices comply with certain principles. For example, the NZ Farm Data Code has the explicit aim of offering ‘visible credibility’ for accredited agribusiness. ^64 The communicative function of ag-data codes may vary in the level of detail that they convey. They may, for example, act as a ‘seal of approval’ from the accrediting organisation and provide an overarching judgment of the ag-data practices of agribusiness. It is also possible for codes of practice to convey a more precise measure of an agribusiness’ ag-data practise by using high, medium and low assessments such as those used in energy and health-star rating schemes. Whatever details they convey, the communicative function of ag-data codes of practice is, in large part, simplification. While complex assessments may underlie accreditation, the accreditation and use of the logo signals that the criteria ag-data management have been met, and it is likely that many who rely on an ag-data logo or mark will not be familiar with their standards and details; yet many producers will engage with ag-data codes of practice based on the reputation of the logo and accrediting process.

The simplification of complex assessments - of contracts, and the communication of this through accreditation and logos - is central to building confidence and trust. Trust is fundamentally about risk and it has been argued that the function of trust is ‘the reduction of complexity’. ^65 Indeed, farmers and producers sometimes need assurance that the agribusiness they are dealing with manage their ag-data in ways that cohere with their preferences. Considered from the perspective of complexity and trust, codes of practice and their associated accreditation and logos help convert details about ag-data practices into something tangible, understandable and useable. For example, the NZ Farm Data Code ‘provides the basis for primary producers ... to have the confidence about those organisations that hold, manage or move data pertaining to their farming operations across as many industry databases as required’. ^66 Farmers and producers can ask themselves a simple question: Is the agribusiness ag-data accredited?

---

^60 American Farm Bureau Federation, above n 11.
^62 Ibid.
^63 American Farm Bureau Federation, above n 11.
^64 Farm Data Accreditation Ltd, above n 10, 4.
^65 Niklas Luhmann, Trust and Power (Wiley, 1979). For Luhmann, trust is fundamentally about risk, arguing that a key function of trust is the reduction of complexity. See also David Lewis and Andrew Weigert, ‘Trust as a Social Reality’ (1985) 63(4) Social Forces 967.
^66 Farm Data Accreditation Ltd, above n 10, 4.
In enabling farmers and producers to know whether an agribusiness is accredited, the communicative function of ag-data codes is principally facilitated through two related processes. First, ag-data codes of practice involve an accreditation process. As noted in the preceding paragraphs, the NZ Farm Data Code relies on self-auditing and statutory declaration, and the Principles for Farm Data requires the answers to 10-questions and contracts and policies being submitted and reviewed by an independent third-party administrator, the law firm of Janzen Agricultural Law LLC. While the exact process of accreditation varies, what is perhaps most important is that it is the accreditor who reviews and assesses the agribusinesses ag-data contracts and practices. Importantly, then, producers do not need to review and assess all the contracts and documents. This is the point of accreditation: it can create a short cut because producers are assured that the provider’s data practices have been reviewed and deemed worthy of accreditation.

The second aspect of the communicative function is the use of ag-data logos and trade marks. Logos and marks are increasingly relevant because consumers rely on them to receive some assurance about the value or quality of goods or services. More specifically, if accredited, an agribusiness is supplied with a certification of compliance and a licence to use the ag-data logo. The use of the logo or seal acts as a heuristic (ie, a short cut) that communicates to farmers and producers that their ag-data will be managed in a certain way. Detailed principles and specific terms and conditions are complicated and can confuse the audience (ie, farmers and producers) who often want the ‘gist’ of the code but not the detail. Indeed, research suggests that ‘information content may actually hinder persuasion’ and ‘consumers are annoyed by product claims and actually prefer to make decisions based on less mentally-taxing factors’. In this way, it is the accreditation and display of the logo that farmers and producers see and can base their decision on.

**Changing attitudes and behaviours**

Changing attitudes and behaviours around ag-data use are important aspects of the context in which ag-data codes of practice operate. Most importantly, it is hoped that ag-data codes of practice help build awareness about the importance of ag-data, encourage agribusiness to rethink and modify their ag-data practices and, ultimately, develop trust in the way in which ag-data is accessed and used. Indeed, while at the heart of ag-data codes is encouraging consensual data practices and full disclosure and transparency, they can also help organise and change attitudes and behaviours in more prescriptive ways. The NZ Farm Data Code, for example, aims to encourage and enable the effective sharing of data within the NZ agricultural industry.

Changing attitudes and behaviours is multidirectional. Through the introduction of industry-led codes of practices, it is hoped that agribusiness can no longer ignore the impact of the way in which they deal with ag-data. More specifically, ag-data codes of practice are targeted at changing attitudes and behaviours around access and use of ag-data. Most notably, for agribusiness, it is hoped that their contracts and dealings with ag-data become more honest and clearer, and that they freely disclose the way in which they deal with ag-data. This, in turn, will facilitate trust around ag-data dealings and encourage the use and sharing of ag-data for the benefit of producers and agricultural industry more broadly. In addition, because of the way in which ag-data codes are being introduced and managed, it is likely that they provide a mechanism to bring together producers, agribusiness, consumers and local communities to work towards informed, consensual and trusting data relationships.

**Key challenges for ag-data codes of practice**

While ag-data codes of practice are relatively new, and it is too early to fully judge their impact and the difference that these have had on ag-data practices, it is possible to identify some of the key challenges and limits of ag-data codes. Some of these are practical challenges (which go to establishing appropriate principles and accreditation), and others are intrinsic to the nature of self-regulation and go to the implementation and evaluation of codes of practice. While we do not provide an exhaustive exegesis of the challenges facing ag-data codes of practice, our aim here is to begin to establish a framework from which ag-data codes of practice can be thought about, reviewed and assessed. It is hoped that this will assist with the review of current codes of practice and inform the development of new codes. In the remainder of this part of the article we consider: the need for an appropriate and agile ag-data normative framework;

---

69 Farm Data Accreditation Ltd, above n 10, 4.
implementation and enforcement of ag-data codes of practice; questions over trade mark-based data logos; and the evaluation of ag-data codes of practice.

The need for an appropriate and agile ag-data normative framework
Voluntary ag-data codes are only as good as the principles underpinning them. Codes of conduct can range from vague pronouncements about recognising the importance of ag-data to more substantive efforts at shaping the way in which ag-data is accessed and used. This means that industry groups and organisations concerned with encouraging certain ag-data practices can, in their ag-data codes, identify and target the most important practices around ag-data, including data collection, storage, processing, sharing and security. In many ways, determining the appropriate principles is a balancing act between what industry hopes to achieve and what agribusiness is willing to accept and ‘buy-in’ to. As ag-data codes are developed, implemented and reviewed, there are two crucial question: Who has the legitimacy to design, implement and administer the ad-data code of practice? What, exactly, are appropriate and agile ag-data principles?

The question of who is in the best position to design, implement and administer the ag-data code of practice is of crucial importance. What is evident from scholarship and commentary on voluntary codes is that it is necessary that multiple stakeholders and industries are involved in designing and implementing them.70 In terms of ag-data, these stakeholders include not only producer groups but also agribusiness and government agencies and research corporations. These groups have interest in the successful introduction of an ag-data code of practice. Late in 2017, in Australia, the National Farmers Federation (‘NFF’) put its hand up to be involved in the introduction of an ag-data code for Australian agriculture.71 As the peak Australian body representing farmers and Australian agriculture, and as a ‘leader in the identification, development and achievement of policy outcomes’72 the NFF is well placed to coordinate the collaboration needed to design and implement a meaningful and effective ag-data code. The NFF has a direct interest in formalising an ag-data code of practice and ensuring that codes move beyond mere aspirational statements to include verifiable targets and clear procedures for accreditation and monitoring.

A fundamental question is whether agribusiness should be trusted to police themselves or whether there is a need for greater oversight.73 It is generally accepted that the body or organisation implementing and administering an ag-data code needs to be independent. Independence is crucial because it can provide credibility and legitimacy in administering, accrediting and monitoring the code. In New Zealand, for example, an independent company, Farm Data Accreditation Limited (FDAL), was established in April 2015 to administer the NZ Farm Code.74 Despite establishing the FDAL, the NZ Farm Code relies heavily on self-audits and statutory declarations by the companies seeking accreditation.75 While this is less onerous than external auditing, it is possible that this dilutes the impact of the NZ Farm Code, and that this will, ultimately, lead to limited impact of the NZ Farm Code. Interestingly, the EU Code has been developed by a collaboration of farmer and cooperative groups but also agricultural machinery and fertiliser manufacturers, which also suggest there should be some independent oversight put in place.76 Therefore, some external auditing is necessary to check compliance rather than relying on self-declarations or asserting compliance through advertising or other public relations.

In addition to considering who should administer and monitor an ag-data code, having appropriate and agile ag-data principles is clearly crucial to the success of voluntary ag-data codes. While there are competing definitions of ‘good’ data practices, and there is sometimes a struggle between industry and agribusiness, existing codes tend to focus on three main (related) areas: consent, disclosure and transparency. As noted earlier, existing ag-data codes are generally principle-based and provide a benchmark of what industry regard as ‘good’ practice in terms of ag-data practices; and, rather than dictating exactly how agribusiness

71 National Farmers’ Federation, above n 13.
74 Farm Data Accreditation Ltd, above n 10, p. 5.
75 Ibid, p. 7.
76 This EU Code of Conduct on Agricultural Data Sharing by Contractual Arrangement agreed by Copa and Cogeca, CEMA, Fertilizers Europe, CEETTAR, CEJA, ECPA, EFFAB, FEFA, ESA, for details of the organisations affiliated see <http://www.ceja.eu/1799-2/>.
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should manage ag-data, codes tend to focus on consent, disclosure and transparency. Perhaps, though, existing ag-data codes of practice do not go far enough. While there is a focus on clarifying data ownership,\(^77\) building trust and confidence in ag-data relationships requires more, and:

> [Focus(ing) on ag-data ownership is rather unhelpful and, in some cases, unnecessary and distracting. Rather than tackle the legal complexities and uncertainties of the way in which the law approaches ownership of data, agricultural industries and their producers would be better served to think about the way in which the agricultural data and the data of their producers is collected, controlled and accessed.\(^74\)]

The challenge of determining appropriate standards is exacerbated by different industry and sector interest and involvement. On the one hand, a narrow focus (eg, focusing solely on the grain sector) may help focus attention and makes it easier to establish the most appropriate ag-data principles and practices for the industry or sector; on the other hand, determining an appropriate normative framework is more challenging at a national or whole of agriculture level. Either way, establishing the most appropriate ag-data principles industry groups and organisations requires certainty and clarity about what they are trying and are able to achieve with their ag-data code of practice.

Because ag-data codes operate not just in the gaps of government legislation but also in co-ordination with existing legislation, one of the key considerations when determining the content of ag-data principles is how the principles overlap with existing legislation, particularly those laws dealing with privacy and consumer law. Importantly, ag-data and personal data is not the same thing and, while it might be possible to conflate the two (and treat all data as personal), this kind of approach may not promote trust or, at worst, may mislead producers. Perhaps, too, treating all data as ‘personal data’ may result in unrealistic expectations for agribusiness. Another consideration when establishing ag-data principles is thinking about how to ‘future proof’ the principles will be. A good example of this is the introduction of a Consumer Data Right in Australia: which will be introduced sector-by-sector, starting with banking, energy and telecommunications in 2018. This will allow consumers and small businesses to obtain a machine-readable copy of their own data or direct it to be shared with a third party.\(^79\) When implemented in agriculture, this will have a significant impact on the way ag-data is managed and will, therefore, need to be contemplated by ag-data codes of practice. Commenting on the Productivity Commission’s recommendations, the Australian Farm Institute’s Executive Director, stated:

> Clearly, the agricultural sector has the potential to capture significant benefits from the rapid growth in digital technology, and the recommendations made by the Productivity Commission have established a very good framework for the sector to ensure that both productivity and competition benefits are secured. That said, there will need to be detailed discussions about these issues involving a wide cross-section of the industry to ensure that the potential benefits are able to be secured by as many as possible, and that decisions about data rights and access do not create impediments for technology and software developers.\(^80\)

Finally, in reaching agreement on the content of ag-data principles, it is crucial to avoid the watering down of principles. This is important for voluntary codes because lower standards are sometimes the trade-off for increased adoption and compliance, and there may be a tendency to try to accommodate the competing interests of stakeholders. In 2009, Potoski and Prakash examined research on voluntary environmental programs using ‘club theory’ as an analytical framework. They found that a consistent theme of the contributions was the challenge of balancing standards with attracting members, particularly emphasising that it is difficult, if not impossible, to achieve both stringent standards and high membership.\(^81\)

Implementation and enforcement of ag-data codes of practice

Another challenge for ag-data codes is ensuring adequate implementation and enforcement. Like all voluntary programs, ag-data codes depend on participation from industry, agribusiness and producers. Despite the introduction of ag-data codes of practice in the US, New Zealand and more recently, the EU, their implementation remains relatively limited. For instance, while there are 37 companies who have agreed to follow the Principles for Farm Data Code; as of 30 July 2018, only 13 companies and their

---


\(^79\) See Australian Productivity Commission, above n 19.


products have been certified and granted approval to use the Ag-Data Transparent Seal.\textsuperscript{82} The use of the NZ Farm Data Code is also small, with five ag-providers (ie, Gateway Data Services, Farmax, Farm IQ, Greenlea, Apps on Farm) being accredited and able to display the Code’s mark.\textsuperscript{83} As Todd Janzen, the administrator of the Transparency Evaluator, put it in November 2017:

> The Ag-Data Transparent effort is great step towards bringing transparency to ag-data contracts between farmers and their technology providers. Wider participation would certainly help the effort, but that is up to the industry. Out of the dozens of ag tech providers with cloud-based platforms on the market today, only nine have completed the certification process. A few companies are in the process of certifying, but uptake could be better.\textsuperscript{84}

Part of the difficulty of getting ‘buy-in’ of ag-data codes of practices is that producers and agribusiness are not yet completely interested in ag-data: with neither producers or agribusiness appreciating the value of ag-data codes and accreditation. It appears that current ag-data codes emerged before sizeable demand from producers and agribusiness. There is, therefore, a need to build value in, and awareness of, voluntary ag-data codes. While the value of ag-data codes remains largely unknown, if done well, ag-data codes and associated accreditation can add value to agribusiness. Highlighting the perceived and actual benefits of accreditation for business, the International Accreditation Forum conducted an empirical study into the benefits of accreditation, finding that 83 per cent of businesses felt that accreditation added value to their organisation; 17 per cent found a ‘significant increase’ in sales as a ‘direct result’ of accreditation; 32 per cent indicated a ‘minor rise’ in sales; and 16 per cent regarded it as important to ‘direct customers’.\textsuperscript{85}

There are other reasons why ‘buy-in’ to ag-data codes is limited. If we look at other voluntary codes of practice – for example, Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) – they are most successful when legal and regulatory obligation exists and are consistent with the standards that government and industry are attempting to implement.\textsuperscript{86} As we have noted already, there is little higher legislation on data practices, which raises challenges for the implementation of such schemes. When examining other certification schemes (such as FSC) and regulatory theory (such as ‘smart regulation’), it appears that the government must also play a role in the ag-data management and practices. To this end, and as noted above, the Australian Government is currently implementing a consumer data right in Australia.

Pressure to implement voluntary codes come from other sources, and may be in response to pressure from stakeholders or funding bodies who want organisations and businesses to change their practices.\textsuperscript{87} Here it is worth looking to the CGIAR, which, in 2012, implemented a fundamental shift in the way it dealt with intellectual property and data, introducing Principles on the Management of Intellectual Assets in 2012 and Open Access and Data Management Policy in 2013.\textsuperscript{88} Part of the reason that the CGIAR research centres were motivated to adopt these changes was that they were driven by funders, and the changes in the way in which CGIAR managed intellectual property and data were compliant with donor policies, particularly the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation Open Data Policy.\textsuperscript{89} A final point worth making is that buy-in may be achieved inconsistently across agribusinesses. For example, it is possible that buy-in will be improved if the cost of purchase is relatively low (ie, software companies) while agribusinesses in which the cost of products or technology is relatively high (such as for tractors and other machinery) may be less inclined to implement ag-data codes of practice.

Despite the challenges of getting buy-in of ag-data codes, there are steps that can be taken to facilitate adoption of ag-data codes. Perhaps one of the most important is ensuring the veracity and legitimacy of the code, as well as those who administer and accredit compliance. Legitimacy is important because, as we showed earlier in the article, accreditation serves as a shorthand for an endorsement; it does not convey detailed or technical information about ag-data practices directly and so producers and agribusiness must

\textsuperscript{82} Ag Data Transparent, Certified Companies, <https://www.agdatatransparent.com/certified/> .
\textsuperscript{84} Todd Janzen, Technology in Agriculture: Data-Driven Farming, United States Senate (14 November 2017), <https://www.commerce.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/hearings?id=2BE4FB56-2F01-4E20-B5A9-47C9A78DE00> .
\textsuperscript{87} For a discussion of how voluntary programs are often created in response to pressure from stakeholders, see Mary Gugerty, ‘Self-Regulation and Voluntary Programs among Non-Profit Organizations’ in Matthew Potokasi and Aseem Prakash (eds), Voluntary Programs: A Club Theory Perspective (MIT Press, 2009) 250.
\textsuperscript{88} CGIAR, Principles on the Management of Intellectual Assets. CGIAR, Open Access and Data Management Policy.
\textsuperscript{89} See Brad Sherman, ‘Reconceptualising Intellectual Property to Promote Food Security’ in Charles Lawson and Jay Sanderson (eds), The Intellectual Property and Food Project: From Rewarding Innovation and Creation to Feeding the World (2016, Routledge) 33-54.
trust the code and accrediting party.\textsuperscript{90} In addition to independence, as ag-codes are developed and reviewed, serious consideration needs to be given to enforcement. Many voluntary codes lack teeth, and any meaningful mechanism for checking and enforcing compliance. As noted above, a significant issue for ag-data codes is that they are a form of self-regulation, and self-regulation is often derided and criticised for being weak and ineffectual. John Braithwaite commented that "[s]elf-regulation is frequently an attempt to deceive the public into believing in the responsibility of the irresponsible industry. Sometimes, it is a strategy to give the government an excuse for not doing its job."\textsuperscript{91} Therefore, it is necessary to have some form of external auditing to check compliance rather than merely relying on self-declarations or public assertions about data practices.

Issues around trade mark-based logos

Another issue for ag-data codes of practice is deciding whether to register an ag-data trade mark. This is an important consideration because of the communicative function of ag-data codes. The law distinguishes different type of trade marks that can be used with an ag-data code; the most relevant being standard trade marks and certification marks.\textsuperscript{92} A standard mark identifies the source of goods or services, while a certification mark represents to a consumer that the goods or services meet standards or quality.\textsuperscript{93} The difference between standard and certification marks is explained by IP Australia in the following way:

While a standard trade mark is used to distinguish one trader’s goods or services from those of another trader, a Certification Trade Mark is used by authorised users to guarantee that the goods or services possess a particular standard. For example, the Australian Made, Australian Grown certification trade mark is used by more than 1700 companies on over 10,000 products sold globally.\textsuperscript{94}

In terms of the differences between standard marks and certification marks, there are some observations worth making. Registering an ag-data standard mark will provide more flexibility and be less onerous than a certification mark, with procedures for registering a data certification mark being more demanding than those for a standard mark. While the grant of a standard mark is based on an examination by the national trade mark office of requirements centred on distinctiveness, and potential confusion and deceptiveness, the examination of certification marks consists of an additional stage: the examination of the rules, standards or criteria that govern the use of the certification mark. For example, in the US, a certification mark owner must file an additional description of the certification standards to the US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO); In the UK, it is the Trade Mark Register who approves the standards and rules associated with certification marks under the Trade Marks Act 1994 (UK);\textsuperscript{95} and, in Australia, these matters are examined by the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC).\textsuperscript{96} Once established, any changes to the standards must also be approved by the same body.

Although often cited as a strength of the certification mark scheme, the need for independent approval of the standards creates an extra layer of complication and bureaucracy. This is perhaps one of the reasons why many of the best-known ‘value-based’ marks are registered as standard marks, not as certification marks.\textsuperscript{97} This is illustrated "[i]n the case of sustainably grown coffee, for example, numerous third-party certification organizations exist, but many companies—including market leaders such as Starbucks—use conventional trademarks as ecolabels to convey information about their sustainable practices’.\textsuperscript{98}

Another potential concern for certification marks is that they are non-discriminatory, so that agribusiness cannot be excluded from the use of a certification mark if their product or service has the required characteristics. This means that it is possible that a certified business might satisfy the standards related to a data mark, though, in a broader sense, may have questionable data practices. If an ag-data certification mark is registered there is little that the mark owner can do about this. In Australia, for example, the
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peculiar situation occurred when the National Heart Foundation Tick – which is registered as a certification mark – was awarded to certain approved McDonald’s meals. This would not necessarily be the case with a standard ag-data mark because it would be the owner (or the licensee) of the mark that would have the discretion to approve or deny the granting of the licence. Therefore, a standard mark might be a better option for ag-data codes, particularly if the administrators might want to dissociate themselves from some companies who might want to, and technically qualify for, ag-data accreditation despite having questionable practices.

Importantly, too, while there is a legal difference between standard and certification marks, the legal distinctions tend to be meaningless for consumers, who view marks and certification marks in the same way. This conflation of standard and certification marks erases any boundary between certification marks in the marketplace. Finally, before deciding to register and use an ag-data logo, it must be acknowledged that the efficacy of logos and trade marks is questionable. Like other voluntary codes, ag-data codes are vulnerable to consumer overload. This means that the information conveyed by ag-data code marks is vulnerable to dilution and congestion because ag-data practice is just one aspect of agribusiness, and there will be other messages and logos being used. In addition, and as noted earlier in this article, ag-data codes can include watered down standards in attempt to attract agribusiness members. If not properly designed and implemented, an ag-data logo may fail to have the desired impact, or it may even be viewed negatively, so that it communicates something about the ag-data practices, just not the intended message. As we have noted earlier, the National Heart Foundation logo came to be seen in a negative light and, when displayed on foods, was viewed sceptically and with suspicion.

Evaluation of ag-data codes of practice

What difference are ag-data codes having? There is little doubt that the growing emphasis on ag-data codes of practice is a significant development in the way ag-data is thought about and managed. However, the question of what ag-data codes really achieve remains to be answered. Just because initiatives for setting and accrediting ag-data codes have emerged, it does not mean they have had an impact and persuaded agribusiness to engage in socially desirable ag-data practices. Unfortunately for those looking to introduce, administer or review ag-data codes, there is no simple answer to this question. What is clear, however, is that a clear and thorough review process is required.

To determine the impact of ag-data codes, we recommend that, at the very least, evaluation of ag-data codes occurs at three levels. First, the number of members can be used as a simple metric to determine the adoption of ag-data codes. As we have already highlighted, despite the introduction of ag-data codes of practice in the US and New Zealand, their adoption remains relatively limited.

Significantly, though, membership numbers do not provide a very sophisticated or nuanced evaluative measure. Membership and impact are not the same thing. Although there has been a relatively small uptake of ag-data schemes it does not mean that there has been no impact. Conversely, increasing the number of companies that comply with the standards does not automatically improve the impact or effectiveness of such schemes. Another way to evaluate the impact of ag-data codes is to assess the nature and degree of awareness and understanding of ag-date codes and their principles. For example: ag-data codes may be introduced to help raise awareness about data practices and to, at the very least, get producers to ask questions about the way their data is managed. This needs to be measured and assessed. Gaining understanding of ag-data codes at this level will tell us something of the communicative function of ag-data codes and accreditation, and will require techniques of social science, such as survey research, ethnographic observation and interviews.


A third form of evaluation relates to attitude and behaviour change. Mere increases in voluntary ag-data membership does not tell us the real impact of ag-data codes. When faced with criticisms about the way they deal with ag-data, agribusinesses may try to improve their image without changing profitable practices. This question was raised in February 2018, when the first major agribusiness, John Deere, was accredited by Ag-Data Transparent and publicly announced that this ‘verifies to producers that a technology provider or product is in compliance with specific core principles for ag-data ownership, consent and privacy’ and that companies are ‘reviewed and verified by an independent third-party administrator to ensure a high standard of transparency, simplicity, and trust in all data contracts and services’.103 While this is a step in the right direction the crucial question for evaluation ag-data codes is how, if at all, did John Deere improve its data practices as a result of the American Farm Bureau’s Principles for Farm Data?

Conclusion

This article examined voluntary ag-data codes of practices. We hope that this will assist stakeholders and governments to think more critically about the role of ag-data codes of practice: most importantly, perhaps, it is important to not uncritically or hastily accept or adopt ag-data codes of practice. It is important to be cautious about taking measures to address issues around the management and use of ag-data - such as introducing an ag-data code of practice - that are politically appealing but that are of little or no use.

There are several strategies that stakeholders can pursue in implementing and evaluating ag-data codes of practice. The first is that ag-data codes must be informed and sustained by clear objectives, and stakeholders must have a clear direction in which they want to take ag-data practices. In other words: stakeholders need to be sure about what they are trying, and able, to achieve with their ag-data codes of practice. Perhaps it is enough to merely raise awareness about ag-data so that farmers and producers understand the potential value of their data and are, therefore, motivated to read their data contracts more carefully and seek clarification and advice about the way their data is accessed and used. The objective of ag-data codes could also be to encourage honest, clear and transparent data contracts so that the terms of conditions around data practices are clearly stated and perhaps summarised for farmers and producers. It is also possible for ag-data codes to have more ambitious, and substantive, objectives and be directed towards encouraging agribusiness to change their ag-data practices (eg, to share data for the benefit of industry). Significantly, when developing the most appropriate and agile data principles - consistent with stakeholder objectives - it is crucial to avoid the watering down of principles for the sake of attracting members. This is important for voluntary codes because there can be a tendency to try to accommodate the competing interests of stakeholders and, subsequently, lower standards are often the trade-off for increased adoption and compliance. Such accommodation and trade-off might help attract more members, but it is also likely to allow members to avoid more substantive and stringent ag-data practices.104

Another strategy is to ensure independence in accreditation, monitoring and enforcement. While independence is not a goal itself, it is a crucial component of ag-data codes because it provides a mechanism to develop credibility and legitimacy in both the code and those who administer and monitor it. Credibility and legitimacy are crucial because, while the potential benefit and value of ag-data is immense, a major hurdle to realising these benefits is that there is a tension between those who provide the data (ie, farmers and producers) and those that collect the data (ie, agribusiness). This tension limits the potential benefits of ag-data in part because it results in uncertainty and mistrust around accessing and using ag-data.105 An ag-data code that lacks credibility and legitimacy will do little, if nothing, to reduce this tension nor help ag-data reach its full potential. In addition to independence, as ag-codes are developed and implemented serious consideration needs to be given to enforcement. Many voluntary codes lack teeth, and any meaningful mechanism for checking and enforcing compliance is absent. As noted in Part III(A) of this article, a significant issue for ag-data codes is that they are a form of self-regulation, and self-regulation is often derided and criticised for being weak and ineffectual. This means that some form of external auditing


104 See, eg, Potoski and Prakash, above n 81.

105 See Wiseman and Sanderson, above n 2.
is necessary to check and enforce compliance rather than relying on self-declarations or asserting compliance through advertising, public pronouncements or other self-serving mechanisms.

Finally, it must be acknowledged that the question of what ag-data codes really achieve remains unanswered. Just because initiatives for setting and accrediting ag-data codes have emerged does not mean they have had an impact on ag-data practices or persuaded agribusiness to engage in socially desirable ag-data practices. Unfortunately, for those looking to introduce, administer or review ag-data codes, there is no simple answer to this question. What is clear, however, is that a strong and rigorous review process is required. To determine the impact of ag-data codes, we recommend that, at the very least, evaluation of ag-data codes occurs on a number of levels. As well as simple metrics, such as the number of members, it is crucial to shed light on the nature and degree of awareness of farmers, producers and agribusiness about the importance of ag-data, and to determine if stakeholders have changed their attitudes and behaviours towards ag-data as a consequence the ag-data code of practice.
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